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ABSTRACT
Context. The stellar mass spectrum is an important property of the stellar cluster and a fundamental quantity to understand our
Universe. The fragmentation of diffuse molecular cloud into stars is subject to physical processes such as gravity, turbulence, thermal
pressure, and magnetic field.
Aims. The final mass of a star is believed to be a combined outcome of a virially unstable reservoir and subsequent accretion. We
aim to clarify the roles of different supporting energies, notably the thermal pressure and the magnetic field, in determining the stellar
mass.
Methods. Following previous studies by Lee & Hennebelle (2018a,b), we perform a series of numerical experiments of stellar cluster
formation inside an isolated molecular clump. By changing the effective equation of state (EOS) of the diffuse gas (that is to say gas
whose density is below the critical density at which dust becomes opaque to its radiation) and the strength of the magnetic field, we
investigate whether any characteristic mass is introduced into the fragmentation processes.
Results. The EOS of the diffuse gas, including the bulk temperature and the polytropic index, does not affect significantly the shape
of the stellar mass spectrum. The presence of magnetic field slightly modifies the shape of the mass spectrum only when extreme
values are applied.
Conclusions. This study confirms that the peak of the IMF is primarily determined by the adiabatic high-density end of the EOS that
mimics the radiation inside the high-density gas. Furthermore, the shape of the mass spectrum is mostly sensitive to the density PDF,
and the magnetic field has likely only a secondary role. In particular, we stress that the Jeans mass at the mean cloud density and at
the critical density are not responsible of setting the peak.
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1. Introduction
Deciphering the origin of the initial mass function (IMF), which
describes the mass spectrum of stars at the moment of their birth
(e.g., Kroupa 2001; Chabrier 2003; Bastian et al. 2010; Offner
et al. 2014), is crucial for our understanding of the Universe
since stars are the driving engine of the evolution of large struc-
tures. The stellar mass spectrum is the outcome of molecular
cloud fragmentation, which is a process subject to the grav-
ity and turbulence, as well as other physical factors, such as
the thermal pressure, radiation, magnetic field, and stellar feed-
back. Observations over decades suggest a relatively universal
form of the IMF irrespectively of the star-forming conditions,
except for some recent works (Cappellari et al. 2012; Hosek
et al. 2018) that suggest possible variations. In particular, the
IMF exhibits a characteristic peak at ∼ 0.2 − 0.3 M, with small
variations observed exclusively in extreme environments. The
high-mass end is usually described with a powerlaw such that
dN/d log M ∝ MΓ, with Γ = −1.35 typically (Salpeter 1955).
From the most classical point of view, the fragmentation of a
medium is characterized by the Jeans instability criteria, which
is based on the density and temperature of the molecular cloud,
with other physics playing probably secondary roles. Simula-
tions including various physics have been performed by many
authors to explain the characteristic mass of the IMF (e.g., Bate
et al. 2003; Bonnell et al. 2003; Offner et al. 2008; Girichidis
et al. 2011; Krumholz et al. 2011; Ballesteros-Paredes et al.
2015), with theoretical models being developed in parallel (e.g.
Padoan et al. 1997; Inutsuka 2001; Hennebelle & Chabrier 2008;
Hopkins 2012). In this work, we focus particularly on the link
between the characteristic value of the stellar mass spectrum
from numerical simulations of molecular cloud collapse and the
Jeans mass and magnetic Jeans mass of the initial cloud.
In previous studies, we have examined the effects of initial
cloud density and turbulent support, as well as numerical resolu-
tions (Lee & Hennebelle 2018a, hereafter Paper I), and showed
that the powerlaw slope at the high-mass end of the stellar mass
spectrum depends on the relative importance of the turbulent,
thermal, and gravitational energy. When the turbulent energy
dominates over thermal energy, the fragmentation produces a
powerlaw mass distribution dN/d log M ∝ M−0.75, while this
distribution becomes flat otherwise. In particular by varying the
mean density of the cloud by several orders of magnitude, we
show in paper I that the mean Jeans mass within the cloud does
not affect the peak position. We proposed a mechanism to ex-
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plain the universality of the IMF peak (Lee & Hennebelle 2018b,
hereafter Paper II), which is based on the mass of the first hydro-
static core (also called the first Larson core). The first Larson
core defines the minimum mass required to trigger the second
collapse that forms the protostar, and the tidal field around it
prevents nearby fragmentation and thus leads to further mass ac-
cretion, yielding a final stellar mass that is about ten times that of
the first Larson core. A more detailed statistical model was de-
veloped to account for this factor 10 (Hennebelle et al. submitted
to A&A).
In this study, we consider other factors that may have an im-
pact on the cloud fragmentation, notably the temperature and
the magnetic field. The thermal and magnetic energy act against
self-gravity and could provide a characteristic scale for the frag-
mentation. The goal of this current study is to determine whether
such characteristic scale does exist and is reflected in the mass
spectra from cluster formation simulations. In contrary to what
is intuitively expected, the peak of the stellar mass spectrum re-
sulting from this study does not depend on the Jeans mass taken
either at the mean cloud density or at the critical density. The
characteristic mass being due to solely to the first hydrostatic
core, i.e. the high density part of the effective equation of state
(EOS) and surrounding collapsing envelope (Paper II) is con-
firmed.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Sect. 2, the simula-
tion setups are described in details. The EOS of the gas and the
magnetic field strength are varied. Sink particles are used to trace
the formation and accretion of stars. In Sect. 3, the stellar mass
spectra resulting from the simulations are presented and com-
mented qualitatively. In Sect. 4, the effects of the varied param-
eters are discussed and interpreted more quantitatively. Finally,
Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
2. Numerical simulations
2.1. The temperature
The thermal energy is one of the major support against the grav-
ity at prestellar core scales. We designed a series of simulations
to investigated the effects of the thermal behaviors at low den-
sities on the gas fragmentation outcome. A barotropic EOS pre-
scription is used for the temperature such that
T (n) = T0
( nnad
)γ0−1
+
(
n
nad
)γ−1 , (1)
where T0 is the temperature of the diffuse bulk gas, n is the gas
number density, nad is the critical density at which the gas turns
adiabatic, γ0 and γ are the polytropic indices at for the diffuse
and dense gas, respectively. Two effects are considered: first T0
is varied, and secondly a shallow polytropic index γ0 other than 1
at low densities is considered. As suggested by previous studies
that isothermal gas has no lower mass limit for fragmentation
(Paper I; Guszejnov et al. 2018) and an adiabatic EOS (with γ ≥
4/3) is necessary to yield a characteristic mass. Here we would
like to verify that the low-density part of the EOS, that is to say
below the critical density at which the gas becomes adiabatic,
plays indeed no major role.
The classical expression for the Jeans mass is given by
MJ =
pi
6
c3s√
G3ρ
=
pi
6
(
kB
µmpG
)3/2
ρ−1/2T 3/2
= 5.1 × 10−4M
( n
1010 cm−3
)−1/2 ( T
10 K
)3/2
, (2)
where the Jeans mass is defined as the mass contained in a sphere
of diameter that is equal to the Jeans length, ρ = nµmp is the den-
sity, T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, µ = 2.33
is the mean molecular weight, mp is the proton mass, andG is the
gravitational constant. For the EOS as suggested by Eq. (1) with
γ0 = 1, the Jeans mass decreases as n−0.5 at low densities and in-
creases as n0.5 above the critical density of adiabatic heating, nad.
The Jeans mass around nad has been traditionally considered to
set the minimum mass for fragmentation and the question arises
as to whether it may also set the peak of the IMF. On the contrary
the argument proposed in paper II only invokes the mass of the
first hydrostatic core and is independent of Eq. (2).
With a view to test this argument for characteristic fragmen-
tation mass based on the Jeans mass, we vary the EOS behav-
ior in the low density regime in a series of simulations. The
run C from paper I is taken as a reference. The initial cloud
has M = 1000 M and is spherical with a density profile
ρ(r) = ρ0/
[
1 + (r/r0)2
]
, where r is the distance to the cloud cen-
ter, and ρ0 and r0 are the density and size of the central plateau,
respectively. The density contrast between the cloud center and
edge is set to ten, and the radius consequently is 3r0. The sim-
ulation box size is twice the cloud diameter and the rest of the
space is patched with a uniform diffuse medium of ρ0/100. The
turbulence is initially seeded with a Kolmogorov spectrum with
random phases and no turbulence driving is employed. The am-
plitude of the turbulence is scaled to match the assigned Mach
number.
2.1.1. Bulk temperature of the diffuse gas
To investigate the effect of cloud overall temperature on the char-
acteristic fragmentation mass, we performed a series of simula-
tions with varied bulk temperature, T0, while keeping γ0 = 1 in
Eq. (1). This implies that the gas is isothermal at low densities,
and heats up adiabatically due to dust opacity at higher densi-
ties with γ = 1.66, which is a reasonable approximation of the
interstellar medium up to the temperature of hydrogen molecule
dissociation. We recall that in Paper II, the high-density end of
the EOS was varied. More precisely, we studied different values
of nad and γ and found a dependence of the mass spectra peak
mass on the mass of the first hydrostatic core.
The simulations in Papers I and II had T0 fixed to 10 K.
In this study, values of 40, and 100 K are used instead while
keeping all the other parameters identical. The critical density
nad = 1010 cm−3 in the canonical run. For the other runs, nad is
chosen such that the upper end of the EOS coincides with the
canonical one (see Fig.1), giving
nad = 1010 cm−3 (T0/10 K)1/(γ−1) . (3)
This choice ensures that the mass of the first hydrostatic core is
unchanged while the Jeans mass at the critical density varies (see
discussion in Sect. 4.1.1).
The ratio between gravitational and thermal energy is kept
constant, and thus clouds with higher temperature have higher
initial density. The canonical run T10M0+ is taken from the
model C in Paper I with the ratio between free-fall time and
sound-crossing time tff/tsct = 0.05. The clouds are around virial
equilibrium with the ratio between free-fall time and turbulence-
crossing time tff/tvct = 1.1. The numerical resolution lmax, that
specifies the smallest cells size, 1/2lmax of the total simulation
box, is chosen to have reasonably comparable physical resolu-
tions. Higher density threshold of nsink = 3 × 1011 cm−3 instead
of 1010 is used for sink particle formation to avoid artificial col-
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Table 1. Parameters for simulations with varied EOS. The label of the run, the bulk temperature, the cloud central density, the adiabatic critical
density, the sink density threshold, the polytropic indices, the maximal refinement level, and the physical resolution are listed
Label T0(K) n0( cm−3) nad(1010cm−3) nsink(1010cm−3) γ0/γ lmax resolution (AU)
T10M0+ 10 6.0 × 107 1 1 1/1.66 15 2
T40 40 2.8 × 109 8.17 30 1/1.66 12 4
T100 100 6.0 × 1010 32.7 30 1/1.66 11 3
T10G12 10 6.0 × 107 1 1 1.2/1.66 14 4
T10G07 10 6.0 × 107 1 1 0.7/1.66 14 4
6 8 10 12 14
log10(n) (cm 3)
0
1
2
3
4
5
lo
g 1
0(
T)
 (K
)
T0 = 10 K (T10M0)
T0 = 40 K (T40)
T0 = 100 K (T100)
0 = 1.2 (T10G12)
0 = 0.7 (T10G07)
Fig. 1. The EOS plotted in temperature as function of gas number den-
sity, as listed in Table 1. Either the isothermal bulk temperature, T0
(solid curves), or the polytropic index, γ0 (dashed curves), is varied.
The varied parameter and the corresponding run label are shown in the
legend. With the purpose to understand the effects of temperature in low
density gas on the fragmentation outcome, the high-density end of all
EOS is chosen to coincide.
lapse before the gas reaches the adiabatic part of the EOS. This is
necessary for the high temperature runs, while we have demon-
strated in Paper I that varying nsink does not significantly affect
the stellar mass spectrum. The parameters are listed in Table 1.
2.1.2. Polytropic index of the diffuse gas
The diffuse ISM is often reasonably approximated by an isother-
mal gas. In this study, we introduced a small dependence on the
density with the polytropic index γ0 for the diffuse gas. The val-
ues of T0 = 10 K and γ = 1.66 are used, and the canonical
run has γ0 = 1 by construction. We performed two runs with
γ0 = 1.2 and 0.7, respectively. The parameters are also listed in
Table 1.
The more diffuse gas is linked to the formation of cores of
higher masses. With these setups, we aim to investigate whether
different γ0 values have an impact on the distribution of the
diffuse gas, and consequently affect the high-mass end of the
stellar mass spectrum.
The EOS applied in simulations of this section are presented
in Fig. 1. Either the isothermal bulk temperature or the polytropic
index at low densities is varied, while the high-density end of all
EOS is identical.
2.2. The magnetic field
The role of magnetic field during the fragmentation is also stud-
ied. The magnetic field provides extra support aside from the
thermal pressure and turbulence, while also introducing some
anisotropy. We varied the initial magnetic field strength to study
the influences on the mass spectrum.
With respect to the canonical run T10M0+, a magnetic field
is added at several strength while keeping all the other param-
eters identical. The simulation is evolved following ideal mag-
netohydrodynamic (MHD) equations. We also perform a mag-
netized run with respect to the case A (here labeled T10M0A+)
from Paper I, which has a lower initial density and higher ther-
mal to turbulent energy ratio. The parameters are listed in Table
2.
2.3. Sink particles
Sink particles are used to follow the high density self-gravitating
regions below the resolution limit (Bleuler & Teyssier 2014).
The sinks are formed at the highest level of refinement when the
local density maximum exceeds the prescribed threshold, nsink,
and the local gas is virially bound with converging flow. At the
resolution of a few AU, it is guaranteed that a sink particle rea-
sonably represents an individual star. Readers are invited to re-
fer to Paper I for more detailed description of the algorithm and
studies of numerical convergence.
For simulations with higher T0, a higher values of nsink is
used because nad is increased. This avoids spurious sink particles
formation before the adiabatic temperature increase. Although
the selection of nsink is indeed slightly delicate, by varying the
value of nsink, we have demonstrated in Paper II that this has no
consequences on the characteristic mass of the mass spectrum.
3. Simulation results
3.1. Sink particle mass spectrum
The mass spectra of sink particles are shown in Fig. 2
for simulations with varied bulk temperature, T0. The
three panels from top to bottom show runs with T0 =
10, 40, and 100 K. The mass spectra are plotted at times when
20, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 300 M are accreted, where ap-
plicable since some runs are more evolved than the others. The
number of stars decreases with increasing T0, and the run T100
formed a few more massive stars. This is probably because the
global density in run T100 is higher. In consequence, the fluc-
tuations reach the adiabatic branch of the EOS more easily, and
small fragments form less aboundantly. On the other hand, the
overall shape of the mass spectrum does not seem to vary much
from one simulation to another. The peak at ∼ 0.1 M is almost
unchanged for the three runs of Fig. 2.
Figure 3 shows the two runs with γ0 = 1.2 and 0.7. There is
no remarkable difference with respect to the canonical run. One
might notice a slightly steeper high-mass end slope for the run
T10G12, and a slightly shallower slope for T10G07 in the range
0.1−1 M. We discuss this as a possible effect of different values
of γ0 in Sect. 4.1.2.
Figure 4 shows mass spectra from simulations with varied
initial magnetic field strength with respect to the canonical run
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Table 2. Parameters for magnetized simulations. The label of the run, the ratio between free-fall time and alfvén crossing time, the ratio between
free-fall time and sound crossing time, the central density, the plasma β, the alfvénic Mach number, the maximal level of refinement, and the
physical resolution are listed.
Label tff/tact tff/tsct n0 β MA lmax resolution (AU)
T10M0+ 0 0.05 6.0 × 107 inf inf 15 2
M01 0.1 0.05 0.5 11 14 4
M04 0.4 0.05 0.03 2.75 14 4
M08 0.8 0.05 0.008 1.375 14 4
M12 1.2 0.05 0.003 0.92 14 4
T10M0A+ 0 0.15 8.2 × 104 inf inf 15 8
M04A 0.4 0.15 0.03 2.75 14 17
T10B0+. From run M01, M04, to run M08, there seems to be
a flattening around the mass spectra peak and a slight broaden-
ing of the whole spectrum. Nonetheless, despite this weak trend,
the spectra are very similar. Run M04 is not shown for concise-
ness since the spectra are also similar. The most magnetized run,
M12, shows different behavior with more pronounced peak and
limited number of low-mass stars. This may originate from the
highly anisotropic geometry that resulted from the strong mag-
netic field.
Figure 5 shows the run A from Paper I and a magnetized run
at same density. As discussed in Paper I, the mass spectrum be-
comes almost flat when the initial thermal energy is relatively
important compared to the turbulent energy (i.e. lower density).
The introduction of magnetic field makes the mass spectrum
more noisy possibly by making the collapsing flow anisotropic,
and slightly more massive stars are formed while the number
of low mass objects is reduced. Overall, we do not see obvious
qualitative differences in the two runs.
3.2. Density PDF
The mass spectrum is closely linked to the density probability
function (PDF) since it tells how much gas is subject to local
collapse at each critical mass. We show in Fig. 6 the volume-
weighted density PDF of the simulations and discuss the effect
of varying the parameters. The left panel shows runs which has
same initial density as the canonical run. The gas cools at low
density for γ0 = 1.2 (T10G12) and this has no visible effects
on the density PDF. On the other hand, the thermal pressure in-
creases with decreasing density for γ0 = 0.7 (T10G07). This
lowers the Mach number at fixed turbulence strength and the
density PDF is thus narrower at the low-density end. As for the
magnetized runs, the density PDF at low densities narrows with
increasing magnetic field strength. This might be due to the mag-
netic tension that prevents the gas from expanding. At the same
time the increased magnetic pressure also narrows the density
PDF. The effect is most obvious with the run M12. Most im-
portantly however, the high-density ends of these PDF do not
differ much from one another, and this is the most relevant part
for the unvarying mass spectra. A powerlaw is plotted for com-
parison and this high-density end slope is invariantly compatible
with n−1.5. In the presence of self-gravity-driven turbulence, a
collapsing cloud develops naturally a powerlaw density profile
(Murray & Chang 2015; Murray et al. 2017), and thus in turn a
powerlaw density PDF.
4. Discussion: physical effects on the mass
spectrum
4.1. Effect of varying the temperature
Two major effect from the thermal pressure are expected. First,
the isothermal temperature provides a scale-independent support
against self-gravity. Secondly, the thermal pressure also affects
the gas density PDF, which in turn affects the number of dense
fluctuations that are susceptible to collapse.
4.1.1. Bulk temperature of the diffuse gas
Our simulations are inspired by this argument and aims to clar-
ify the effect of the temperature. The Jeans mass at nad in the
simulations is
MJ,crit = 5.1 × 10−4M
( nad
1010 cm−3
)−1/2 ( T0
10 K
)3/2
= 5.1 × 10−4M
( T0
10 K
)3/2−1/2/(γ−1)
∝ T 3/40 , (4)
where the second equality results from the nad dependence
that we chose in order to coincide the high-density end of the
EOS. If this critical Jeans mass is the quantity determining the
IMF peak, we should then see the peak of the mass spectra
from our simulations shifting almost linearly with T0, that is,
0.00051, 0.0014, and 0.0028 M for T0 = 10, 40, and 100 K.
Contrarily, the peak mass in our simulations is independent of
T0 and situates at ∼ 0.1 M (see Fig. 2), which is two orders of
magnitude larger than the critical Jeans masses. As suggested in
Paper II, the characteristic mass of the IMF is indeed determined
by the high-density end of the EOS, which is identical in this set
of simulations. The lack of variation of the peak mass confirms
this result.
With the gas heating up adiabatically, the first Larson core,
a pressure-supported hydrostatic core, forms and it has a mass
ML ∼ 0.02 M. In paper II, we have derived the mass of the
first Larson core by simply integrating the hydrostatic equilib-
rium equations while imposing the density and flat profile at the
center as boundary conditions. When using an adiabatic EOS
and sufficiently high central density, the first Larson core is al-
ways well-defined with a steep density drop at a few tens of AU.
This density profile defines a mass, that is not very sensitive to
the central density. Such calculations give an idea of the typical
mass of the first Larson core before the formation of the central
singularity, the protostar.
We caution that the exact value of this mass depends on
the detailed radiation-thermodynamics (Masunaga et al. 1998;
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4 3 2 1 0 1
log10(M/M )
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
lo
g 1
0(
dN
/d
lo
gM
) M 1M 3/4
3.9 kyr 19 M
4.9 kyr 51 M
6.0 kyr 97 M
6.9 kyr 145 M
7.9 kyr 199 M
T10B0+, 2 AU
4 3 2 1 0 1
log10(M/M )
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
lo
g 1
0(
dN
/d
lo
gM
) M 1M 3/4
0.8 kyr 17 M
0.9 kyr 46 M
1.0 kyr 99 M
1.1 kyr 147 M
1.2 kyr 197 M
1.4 kyr 300 M
T40, 4 AU
4 3 2 1 0 1
log10(M/M )
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
lo
g 1
0(
dN
/d
lo
gM
) M 1M 3/4
0.2 kyr 15 M
0.2 kyr 48 M
0.3 kyr 95 M
0.3 kyr 152 M
0.3 kyr 197 M
0.4 kyr 297 M
T100, 3 AU
Fig. 2. Mass spectra with varying cloud bulk temperature. The colors
blue, orange, green, red, purple, and brown represent the time at which
about 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 300 M has been accreted onto sink
particles. Log-normal fits are shown with thin lines for reference. The
top panel is the canonical run T10M0+ (run C++ in Paper I), where the
non-magnetized run has an EOS that sets the low density gas to T0 = 10
K. Middle panel (T40) with T0 = 40 K shows similar peak position
as the canonical run. Lower panel (T100) with T0 = 100 K also has
same characteristic peak mass, while the formation of low-mass sinks
is clearly more difficult.
Vaytet & Haugbølle 2017) and our treatment by a barotropic
EOS is indeed very simplistic. The final mass of the star is de-
termined by the competition between the fragmentation inside
the surrounding envelope that tends to form new stars and block
4 3 2 1 0 1
log10(M/M )
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
lo
g 1
0(
dN
/d
lo
gM
) M 1M 3/4
5.4 kyr 21 M
6.1 kyr 47 M
7.0 kyr 100 M
7.8 kyr 150 M
T10G12, 4 AU
4 3 2 1 0 1
log10(M/M )
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
lo
g 1
0(
dN
/d
lo
gM
) M 1M 3/4
5.6 kyr 21 M
6.3 kyr 52 M
7.2 kyr 103 M
8.0 kyr 149 M
9.0 kyr 201 M
T10G07, 4 AU
Fig. 3. Mass spectra with varying polytropic index γ0 at low densities,
same color coding as in Fig. 2. Log-normal fits are shown with thin lines
for reference. Top panel has γ0 = 1.2 and lower panel has γ0 = 0.7. The
mass spectra are very similar to those of the canonical run, and mostly
importantly the peak position is not altered. The high-mass end slope of
run T10G12 seems to be slightly steeper, and that of T10G07 shallower
in the mass range from 0.1 to 1 M.
accretion and the tidal field of the star and envelope that tends
to shear out density fluctuations and favor accretion. The result
is a characteristic mass at ∼ 10 ML (Lee & Hennebelle 2018b,
Hennebelle et al 2018 submitted).
4.1.2. Polytropic index of the diffuse gas
Following the previous discussions, it is already expected that
the polytropic index of the diffuse gas, γ0, in Eq. (1) has no ob-
vious effects on the peak value of the mass spectrum.
The density PDF, as already shown in Sect. 3.2, does not
depend on γ0 at high densities. The powerlaw index with invari-
ant value of -1.5 is probably an outcome of the turbulent global
collapse and independent of γ0. We discuss the effect of γ0 in
Appendix A if it were to be taken into account in the density
PDF. Asides from this, here we discuss the impact of γ0 in the
thermally supported regime.
First as a reminder, the gravo-turbulent fragmentation model
of CMF (Hennebelle & Chabrier 2009) was applied in Paper I
to account for the powerlaw slope of the mass spectra while the
density PDF is replaced by a powerlaw. The virial equation of
mass supported by dominating turbulent energy gives (Eq. (11)
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4 3 2 1 0 1
log10(M/M )
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
lo
g 1
0(
dN
/d
lo
gM
) M 1M 3/4
4.2 kyr 13 M
5.3 kyr 50 M
6.4 kyr 101 M
M01, 4 AU
4 3 2 1 0 1
log10(M/M )
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
lo
g 1
0(
dN
/d
lo
gM
) M 1M 3/4
4.4 kyr 16 M
5.1 kyr 50 M
5.8 kyr 98 M
6.6 kyr 150 M
M08, 4 AU
4 3 2 1 0 1
log10(M/M )
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
lo
g 1
0(
dN
/d
lo
gM
) M 1M 3/4
7.4 kyr 23 M
8.8 kyr 51 M
10.5 kyr 99 M
12.2 kyr 150 M
13.6 kyr 196 M
M12, 4 AU
Fig. 4. Mass spectra with varying cloud magnetization, same color cod-
ing as in Fig. 2. Log-normal fits are shown with thin lines for refer-
ence. All runs have identical initial conditions as the canonical run ex-
cept for the magnetic field strength that increases from top to bottom
(M01, M08, and M12). The run M04 is not shown for conciseness since
the spectra are not too different from either M01 or M08. The mass
spectra are slightly broadened with respect to the non-magnetized runs.
Nonetheless, the magnetic field provides extra support without affect-
ing the characteristic mass of cloud fragmentation in general. Only the
most magnetized run (M12) with extreme field strength exhibits slightly
different behavior probably to the anisotropic cloud collapse.
of Paper I)
M ∝ R1+2η and ρ ∝ M(2η−2)/(1+2η), (5)
4 3 2 1 0 1
log10(M/M )
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
lo
g 1
0(
dN
/d
lo
gM
) M 1M 3/4
132.0 kyr 7 M
182.7 kyr 64 M
199.4 kyr 96 M
226.1 kyr 158 M
237.9 kyr 187 M
308.9 kyr 296 M
T10M0A+, 4 AU
4 3 2 1 0 1
log10(M/M )
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
lo
g 1
0(
dN
/d
lo
gM
) M 1M 3/4
186.0 kyr 21 M
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Fig. 5. The top panel (T10M0A+) is the case A in Paper I, which has
lower initial density compared to the canonical run. Same color coding
as in Fig. 2 is used. Log-normal fits are shown with thin lines for ref-
erence. As explained in Paper I, the thermal support governs the mass
fragmentations and the mass spectrum is almost flat. Introducing the
magnetic field in the lower panel (M04A) does not change significantly
the overall behavior by adding extra support.
where R is the size of the self-gravitating structure and η = 0.5
is the index of the turbulence power spectrum. Taking Eq. (2)
from Paper I and density PDF ∝ ρ−p, we get the mass spectrum
of self-gravitation structures:
dN
d log M
= MN(M) ∝ ρ
M
P(ρ) ∝ M[−3+p(2−2η)]/(1+2η). (6)
The mass spectrum has powerlaw index −3/4 if p = 1.5 is ap-
plied. We call this the TG regime (T and G for turbulent sup-
ported and global density PDF), which is what we see in most
cases.
When the thermal support is dominant, then the mass-size
relation from virial equilibrium becomes
M ∝ R(4−3γ0)/(2−γ0) ∝ ρ(3γ0−4)/2, (7)
which leads to
dN
d log M
∝ ρ
M
P(ρ) ∝ M[2(p−1)+3γ0−4]/(4−3γ0) ∝ M−3(1−γ0)/(4−3γ0),
(8)
where the last result is obtained by applying p = 1.5 We call this
the PG regime (P for pressure). The powerlaw index of the mass
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Fig. 6. Left: Density PDFs for runs with varied γ0 and magnetization.
The same time steps as used for the mass spectra are shown with de-
creasing line width. The density PDF is almost invariant in time. The
high-density end merely changes from on run to another. A powerlaw
of n−1.5 is shown for comparison. The low-density end is narrower in
run T10G07 because of the increasing thermal pressure with decreasing
density. More magnetized runs have less low density gas as well, due to
similar effects. Right: Density PDF of model A (lower initial density)
without and with magnetic field. The magnetic filed does not affect the
PDF in the density range where stars are actively forming.
Table 3. Powerlaw index of the mass spectrum in different model
regimes. The labels indicate the supporting agent (Turbulence/Pressure)
and the PDF (Global/Local).
γ0 0.7 1 1.2
TG - -0.75 -
PG -0.47 0 1.5
TL(η = 0.5) -0.52 -0.75 -0.90
PL 0 0 0
spectrum is 0 for γ0 = 1, as already know from paper I, and
it becomes -0.47 with γ0 = 0.7. This is probably what we see
in run T10G07 in the mass range between 0.1 and 1 M with
slightly shallower slope since the thermal support is stronger
than that in the canonical run at low densities and the thermally
supported regime emerges. The higher masses might reach the
regime where the density PDF becomes lognormal and thus have
a steeper slope.
Though from the density PDF and the model consistency it is
mostly reasonable to use p = 1.5 for the density PDF, we still do
similar calculations for a local thermal density PDF in Appendix
A for comparison (regimes TL and PL). The resulting powerlaw
index of the mass spectrum is listed in Table 3 for the γ0 values
in our runs. As a reminder, the discussed cases correspond to the
density regime II in Paper I, where the gravity makes the den-
sity PDF a powerlaw. The labels P and T correspond to support
regimes a and b, correspondingly. The case of turbulent support
combined with the global density PDF (TG) is simply the same
as the TL case with γ0 = 1 since γ0 does not enter anywhere in
the calculations. Meanwhile, the origin of this powerlaw index
p = 1.5 still remains to be further investigated.
4.2. The impact of the magnetic field
Recalling from Paper I that the mass spectrum N(M) =
dN/d log M ∝ M0 when the thermal energy dominates over tur-
bulence and ∝ M−3/4 otherwise, the magnetic field field seems to
behave slightly similar to the thermal pressure. The mass spectra
of the magnetized runs are wider with less remarkable peak and
show a slightly flattened shape (between 0.01 and 1 M) than
the non-magnetized one. Nonetheless, the variation among these
runs are not very strong, except for run M12 with very strong
initial field. The whole cloud collapses along the field lines and
has a more flattened geometry.
The statistics of the magnetic field strength are plotted
against density for the four runs in Fig. 7. The runs M01, M04,
M08, M12, and M04A are plotted in blue, orange, green, red,
and purple respectively. The lines with decreasing width corre-
spond to the time steps where the sink mass spectra are shown in
Fig. 4, and the shadows show the logarithmic standard deviation.
The averaged magnetic field-density relation is almost invariant
in time. With some dispersions, there is a clear trend of the field
strength increasing with increasing density.
Three regimes are observed. We discuss them using the rel-
ative importance of thermal (T), gravitational (G), and magnetic
(B) energies. This is a simplified view since we only compare at
global scales and there lacks real scale arguments. Various den-
sity dependences are plotted for reference.
– G>B>T: At low densities (< 105 cm−3) with weak mag-
netic field, the gravitational contraction proceeds isotropi-
cally without seeing the field. Simple magnetic flux freezing
arguments lead to the relation B ∝ n2/3 (Mestel 1965).
– B∼G>T: At intermediate densities with strong field, the B−n
relation flattens. This corresponds to the regime where the
field is strong enough to dominate the mass flow while the
density is still too low to provide thermal support. The mass
piles up along the filed lines, and the density increases with-
out increasing the magnetic flux. This regime only exists in
runs with stronger initial field (most clearly in M12).
– B∼G∼T: The high-density ends of the four runs almost co-
incide, and this possibly explains the very weak variation
of the mass spectra. The thermally supported contraction
along field lines at constant β = Pth/PB leads to B ∝ nγ/2
(Mouschovias 1991). The exponent becomes 0.5 and 0.83
with γ = 1 and 1.66 for density below and above 1010 cm−3.
The behavior of the magnetic field is the outcome of the in-
terplay between gravity, thermal pressure, and the filed itself.
The second regime is more clearly seen in run M12 with a strong
initial field, and this implies an important anisotropy introduced
by the presence of the magnetic field. The runs with weaker mag-
netic fields probably go directly from the first regime to the third
one.
Interestingly, when the thermal pressure becomes strong
enough to support against the magnetically-guided collapse at
high densities in run M12, the field joins the B ∝ nγ/2 relation,
but with a lower absolute value with respect to the other runs.
The might be the reason for the different shape of mass spec-
trum of run M12, which is narrower with a rounder peak.
The averaged Alfvén velocity are also shown in Fig. 8 for
reference, and basically the same behavior is seen. The Alfvén
velocity of the four runs are all supersonic at densities below
1010 cm−3. This is probably a necessary criterion for the mag-
netic field to have an impact on the mass spectra, and we basi-
cally do not see any effects with even weaker fields. In the con-
trary, the thermal support dominates over the magnetic field at
high density, and this supports the lack of variation of the peak
mass (Paper II).
In the regime where the initial density is low and where ther-
mal support is relatively important with respect to the turbulence.
Adding a moderate magnetic field (run M04A has the same
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Fig. 7. The averaged magnetic field strength against density from runs
M01, M04, M08, M12, and M04A in blue, orange, green, red, and pur-
ple. The same time step as in Fig. 4 and plotted with line width that
decreases with increasing in time. Standard deviations are shown with
shades. The relations B ∝ n2/3 (dashed), B ∝ n0 (plain), B ∝ n1/2 (dot-
ted), and B ∝ n0.83 (dot-dashed) are plotted for reference.
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Fig. 8. The averaged Alfvén velocity against density from runs M01,
M04, M08, M12, and M04A, in blue, orange, green, red, and purple.
The same time step as in Fig. 4 and plotted with line width that de-
creases with increasing in time. Log standard deviations are shown with
shades. The thermal sound speed is plotted in black for comparison. The
relations vA ∝ n1/6 (dashed), vA ∝ n−1/2 (plain), vA ∝ n0 (dotted), and
vA ∝ n0.33 (dot-dashed) are plotted for reference.
plasma β as run M04) does not change significantly the mass
spectrum except for introducing possibly more fluctuations. If
we regard the magnetic pressure similarly as the thermal pres-
sure with some effective polytropic index for diffuse gas, this
would result in γ0,eff ∼ 1 if vA & cs and γ0,eff ∼ 4/3 other-
wise. The second case is not important since the thermal pressure
dominates, while in the first case the magnetic pressure behaves
exactly like the thermal pressure and no significant difference
should be expected.
To summarize shortly, the magnetic field reaches similar
(subsonic) values at high densities irrespectively of its initial
value, and this is why the magnetic field does not play an impor-
tant role in determining the characteristic mass of the molecular
cloud fragmentation.
5. Conclusions
Following the previous study by Lee & Hennebelle (2018a,b),
we enlarged the parameter space of our simulations by varying
the thermal behavior of the diffuse gas and adding the magnetic
field. We caution that this is a series of numerical experiments,
of which the setup does not necessarily correspond to usual as-
trophysical conditions. Nonetheless, such choices of parameters
allow to systematically characterize the effect of certain physical
mechanisms.
First of all, we varied the bulk temperature of the isother-
mal diffuse gas. The bulk temperature, together with the mean
density that is fixed in our simulations, is classically believed
to govern the characteristic fragmentation mass of a clump of
diffuse gas. We have already demonstrated previously that the
adiabatic end of the EOS is the determining factor of the peak
of the mass spectrum (Lee & Hennebelle 2018b). By varying
the low-density end of the EOS, we have confirmed here that it
is indeed the high-density end of the EOS that matters, not the
transition point from the isothermal to adiabatic behavior.
Secondly, we varied the polytropic index of the low-density
gas to replace the isothermal EOS. No effect has been observed
on the mass spectrum peak as expected. On the other hand, there
seems to be a slight effect on the high-mass end of the mass
spectrum due to a modification of the density PDF. We discussed
such effect through simple arguments, while detailed studies of
the density PDF behavior across scales remains to be better un-
derstood in future studies.
Finally, we introduced magnetic field at different strengths
into two simulation setups with different initial densities, that
correspond to models A and C in Paper I. We have shown that,
despite of adding unphysically strong fields, the mass spectrum
of the fragmentation results does not seem to be very much mod-
ified. Only the most magnetized case (M12) shows a more re-
markable difference probably due to geometrical effects. In all
circumstances, during local collapses, the magnetic field fails to
reach high values that could provide significant support aside
from the thermal pressure, and thus does not affect the character-
istic mass of the fragmentation outcome. In physical conditions,
the magnetic field unlikely plays an important role in terms of
determining the mass distribution into fragments.
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Appendix A: Discussion on effect of γ0
We discuss alternative models that consider the influences of γ0.
Using a value of γ0 other than 1 is expected to have effects both
on the thermal Jeans mass and the density PDF. In the main ar-
ticle, we discussed a model where PDF is independent of γ0,
which is probably an outcome of a global turbulent collapse of
the whole cloud (regimes TG and PG). Here we consider an al-
ternative model, where γ0 does affect the density PDF due to
local thermal equilibriums.
With a polytropic index γ0, the self-similar equilibrium solu-
tion yields a density profile (e.g. Yahil 1983; Suto & Silk 1988)
ρ ∝ r−2/(2−γ0). (A.1)
The volumetric density PDF is obtained by counting the volume
at each density given that
P(ρ)dρ ∝ 4pir2dr. (A.2)
Dividing each sides of Eq. (A.2) by dρ, this then, after some
manipulations, leads to
P(ρ) ∝ ρ(−6+3γ0)/2 ∝ ρ−p, (A.3)
where p = 1.2, 1.5, and 1.95 for γ0 = 1.2, 1, and 0.7, respec-
tively.
The powerlaw indices of the mass spectrum in the PG and
PL regimes are obtained by simply inserting Eq. (A.3) into Eqs.
(6 and 8). In the TL regime, the powerlaw index varies around
-7.5 for γ0 around 1 and stays negative for γ0 < 4/3. In the PL
regime, the effect of γ0 on the mass-size relation and on the PDF
cancel out and the mass spectrum is flat in despite of γ0.
The behavior of run T10G07 is compatible with the slope
of either the TL regime or the PG regime. In the TL case, the
difference with respect to the canonical run results from the al-
tered density PDF powerlaw. In the PG case, this is explained
by the movement of the sonic scale. Since the temperature is
fixed at nad, γ0 < 1 implies that the gas is hotter at low densi-
ties and therefore the turbulence becomes sonic at a larger scale.
The pressure-supported regime is therefore extended to higher
masses. The value γ0 = 0.7 with respect to 1, with nad = 1010
lowers the Mach number at the initial central density ∼ 6 × 107
from 22 (see paper I) to ∼ 5, which means that the sonic point
is not far from the mean density and the arguments of the TG
regime seems to hold.
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